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stage. To take some examples :
If the entire performance
area is to be included
on the screen, smaller details
are bound to be sacrificed .
It, the TV camera picks
up an isoiatet bit of dancing
or focuses on a dancer's face,
a larger view of the choreography is at least momentarily lost. And if, out of a desire
to be faithful to the stage,
one does not make use - of
such possibilities of the electronic medium as cuts, fades,
dissolves, superimpositions,
slow motion, changes in focus, and so forth, an apparently "faithful" perform
mav turn out to
disappointingly
twol- be
dimensional . Compounding all
I this is the fact that until recently, adequate treatment of
dance has been considered
far too costly. Now, thanks to
WNET's generous fundingAnd to a great many enthusiastic dancers, choreographers, and television producers, directors, and technicians-a satisfactory merger
between .dance and television
has at last become feasible .
1

The producers and directors of the new series sum
jup their approach to the mergi er as a "trans] ation"-a
transference of dance from
t the theater to an electronic
medium while retaining the
original feeling and spirit of
the .art form. Merrill Brocka way, the series producer, ex-, plains : "This required an extremely close collaboration
between the choreographer
and the television director.
if you simply set up a camera
near the back of a theaterand you have to go far back
in order to get the whole
stage-the dancers are going
to come out looking about
as big as ants. On the other
hand, if you use too many
electronic tricks, you are going to end up being too gimmicky. We wanted to retain the original quality of a
ballet, and to do so we de"--f"cided to take full-but discreet-advantage of the tools
television has to offer. We
i .

used three cameras, one of
them a 25-foot crane.
"We often taped several
takes of the same action in
order to make use of different camera angles. Furthermore, every dancer varies
within a performance, and
no ballet is ever danced the
same way twice . At times
we stopped the dancers and
asked them to do a certain
portion of a dance over
again.- Often segments of
various tapes were pieced
together afterward, in the
'editing process, in . order, to
get what we hoped was the
effect of an uninterrupted
performance. What it comes
down to is that we were aiming for a definitive record of
a dance - something that
might be compared to a
sound recording. More than
once, we decided to actually
change the choreography and that's pretty risky-but
our primary aim was always
to preserve the original vision."
One such alteration occurs
the videotaped version of
Kurt Jooss' 1932 anti-war ballet, "The Green Table," whose
music is by Frederic Cohen.
At a point in the original ballet, 10 male dancers form a
horizontal line along the front
of the stage and fire pistols
into the air . Then there is
a blackout . After . a quick
change of. sets, a figure
of Death appears alone "in
center stage. In the television
version, however, the dancers
form two parallel lines
stretching away from the
camera before they fire their
pistols . The camera then dollies smoothly between the two
lines of dancers and continues its forward motion with
a zoom lens, until Death fills
the screen.
Balletomanes may wall,
"It's not the same!" But in
making decisions such as
these, the producers of this
first program have had recourse to the best of all possible authorities : the choreographers themselves . Kurt
Jooss -was brought from Germany for "The Green Table ."
LBonide l4assine was brought
from Italy in order to superin

vise a scene from his 1917
"Parade," which has music by
Erik Satie and sets and costumes by Pablo Picasso. The
use of close-ups in this ballet
-for example, the grotesque
movements of Gary Chryst's
painted mouth and eyebrows
as he dances the role of
the Chinese conjuror - enables the viewer to enjoy
aspects of a dance that he
might never see in the theater.
Gerald Arpino, associate
director of the Joffrey, supervised the taping of excerpts
from his 1966 "Olympics," as
well as a complete version of

his 1970 "Trinity,'I. whose .
rock score is by Alan Raph
and Lee Holdridge . "Trinity" ,
employs 14 dancers, whose
interactions and frequent entrances and exits would ordinarily make use of an en- .
tire proscenium stage. On
television, the effect . of
vitality and rapid change is
achieved by a series of fleet. .,
ing superimpositions, combined with movements made
on a diagonal to the camera,
all of which seem to expand
the limits of the TV screen
until the "translation" that
the producers speak of is,
complete.
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Balletomanes may wail, "It's not the
same!" Below, Gary Chryst in "Parade"
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In an excerpt from one . the construction of a mulof Robert Joffrey's own bal- ti-layered floor of plywood
lets, the 1973 "Remem- and foam rubber that can
brances," slow motion is used be taken apart for transendingatthe beginning and
portation.
--a device that comes close
Good cameramen were at
ti gimmickry but that blends a premium, too. Most TV
so well into the rest of the cameramen
have
b-n
dancing that it might almost trained to follow the actionnot be percetved for what it reacting with their camera
is. . "As' the choreographer, I as an actor walks across a
fet that 1 had license to do room, for example . For this
this sort of thing," Joffrey series, the cameramen had
says: "But I would never at- to be familiar with the movet tempt to change someone ment ahead of time, so that
else's ballet. That's why it they could anticipate the acwas . so important that we tion. If they were not able
have all 'the choreographers to do so, dancers might leap
with us in the studio.'.
right out of the top of the
picture.
An absolutely vital area of
Apart from these few minutes of slow motion, however, concern-and one that has
involves been almost totally neglected
"Remembrances"
simpler. . more straigtltfor- in the past:was the treat
ward camera work than the ment of the dancers themother dances on the program . selves . There are probably. no
Joffrey and the director, Je- more highly disciplined peoromo Schnur, chose to use ple in any performing art .:
one camera for most of Furthermore, dancers are
this excerpt, believing that accustomed to working in
one continuous shot-the ex- a theater setting, where
cerpt is mostly a pas de they have markings on the
deux danced by Francesca floor for orientation, wings
Corkle and Paul Sutherland into which they can retreat
--came closer to the feeling when not onstage, and an
of the ballet and the music audience out front to which
(Wagner's Wesendonk Lie- they can respond . In a televider). The dancing is nearly im- sion setting, most of these
peccable, but to this viewer, familiar features are missing.
things .
at least, the result at times And, as if to make
dancers,
TV ,
worse
for
the
boxed-in
recalled the earlier,
effect that has characterized studios are usually kept
televised dance in the past- annoyingly chilly, for techa personal objection, but one . nical reasons. One of the,
that illustrates very well the first things the producers did
dilemma faced by anyone try was to warm up the studio.
ing to adapt one medium to
The outcome of all the
another.
planning and work-for the ,
A host of other physical,- first program, at any rate-is
technical and even atmospher- an hour that is dazzling at,
ie problems had to be solved its best and instructive ever_ .
by the producers of the TV when one might wish for
series . Emile Arc'oliro, the co- something slightly different . ..
ordinating producer, empha- The series could not have
sizes the importance of pro- come at a better time. Dance
viding the dancers with a is America's fastest growing
proper floor. A really good performance art. (Some 11
dance floor-a rarity even in million people saw live dance
most theaters-has a certain performances in this country
spring to it. For too many in 1975--an astonishing in- .
years, televised dancers have crease of about 10 million
been' required to do their over the previous decade .)
jetfs an9 arabesques on con- WNET estimates that between
crete or some other hard four and five million viewers
surface, often ending up will see the first hour of
with shin splints. For "Dance in America ." That, in
"Dance in America," WNET itself, is reason for applause.
spent some $20,000 on
I

